Anti-Slip Stair Treads & Noses

GRP Anti-Slip Stair Tread Covers provide an excellent solution to the problem of
slippery metal/wood or crumbling concrete substrates.
Ideal for fire escapes or potentially dangerous or high traffic stairways.
Available to 3m wide by 1m deep with 55mm, DDA complaint, nose to conform with
current building regulations.
GRP anti-slip Treads provide a quick and effective solution to worn slippery and
uneven steps; they are a robust, durable and extremely slip resistant product.
Available in any RAL color with optional contrasting nose detail (usually high visibility
white or yellow – luminescent colors available too). An ideal solution to Health &
Safety problems.
Installing these hard wearing anti-slip treads is quite simple using adhesive and /or
mechanical fixings such as screws or bolts. Each installation will have its own criteria
but there are a number of operations and procedures that are applicable in all
instances.
The Company has developed a unique way of displaying messages on stair treads
and flooring where the message is an integral part of the product not just painted on
post production. This means the message will remain in place and will not wear off –
even after many years.

Key Benefits


Non Corrosive



Non Conductive



Made to Measure



Choice of Thickness



Guaranteed for 15 years against mechanical failure



Extremely Hard Wearing



Easy to Install



Available up to 3000mm long



Standard or Fire Rated Options



Grit from “Bare Foot” to “Ultra-Coarse”



Easily Cleaned (Cleaning & Maintenance Guide)

Premier Treads
The Company is leading the industry with the new “Premier Tread”. When “Standard”
treads are required to have a contrasting nose, a pigmented gel coat is painted on
top of the main plate. To produce “Premier” treads the whole nose area is pigmented
right through during production. This means that as the nose area wears down
(albeit after many years) the “Premier Tread” retains its contrasting color.
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